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Who Are We?

Our mission is to Help, Offer, Protect and
Empower out-casted individuals with a
particular focus on Children.

iHOPE is a Lebanese Civil Company
founded in 2018 and officially registered
in July, 2021.

We aim to legally defend human rights and
shed light to the abuse, injustice and faults
in the judicial system.

It is headquartered in Tripoli, the capital
of the North Governorate, Lebanon.

It is our duty to:
Help find adequate legal solutions and
enhancements to better the lives of those
who are affected.

iHOPE, provides various legal services,
and serves as a legal think-tank, which
prioritizes preserving Human Rights and
advocating against their violation
through litigation and public awareness
with a particular focus on Child
Protection.

Offer legal support to all victimized groups
including children, youth, men, and
women.
Protect and preserve their rights, and
ensure their well-being and upbringing in
an adequate environment

At iHOPE, children are the center of
attention, as they are the bright
generation that will grow up to shape the
future. By preserving their rights and
ensuring they are capable of becoming
the best version of themselves, a better
world will be created.

Empower them to be active members in
the community.
Our vision is to become the hope and the
voice of disregarded groups, not only in the
MENA region, but all around the World.

The iHOPE Team consists of Jurists,
Lawyers, Law students, and Social
Activists working for the service of
marginalized groups, and dedicating
their time and efforts, to fight injustice
around the world.

We aim to build a fortified global network of
human rights advocates that are able to
create strong local and international
connections and alliances with National
and International Organizations and
Governments around the world.
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“When the world is silent, even
one voice becomes powerful.”
Malala Yousafzai
From the Coordinator

“When you advocate for anyone, especially a child, a
child who can’t even understand the situation they’re
in and what you did to help them out of it, it brings you
a kind of solace. Not every advocacy is fruitful, but it
sure is better than sitting on the sidelines.
Children are the future, and one child is capable of
making a whole difference in the world. All we’re trying
to do, here at iHOPE, is give them the freedom to
become the best version of themselves.
Some of us have been doing this for a long time, others
are still new to all of this, but the effort, the will to
fight, the passion, it’s all the same.. “
-Rasha Kayal

“With the advancement of technical and technological globalization, as well as the
modernization of communication, travel, and means of transportation, it became easier for
individuals to cross the borders of their home and create a new life abroad. With the
development of social media platforms, it has become easier to form relations across oceans.
The spark that was kindled behind screens grows into an intense feeling of deep affection. One
thing leads to another, and the next thing we know, a child is born as a result of these
connections.
Over the course of many years, we witnessed the increase in the rate of international marriages,
and with every problem, a solution was sought. Many legal frameworks were developed and
established in effort to govern international relationships; the most prominent today is the
Hague Convention. The latter is a platform that aims to preserve the rights of two married
individuals from different countries, and the rights of the child born from this relationship.
The Hague Convention was established following marital disputes that resulted in Parental
Child Abduction. Although it has aided in the resolution of numerous cases of International
Parental Child Abduction around the world, one might ask “Is this Convention enough?”
In reality, it is evident that the Hague convention only applies to countries that are signatory to
it. The real issue lies in the failure of many countries to join the convention, and thus failure in
preserving the rights of all pertinent parties. Not to mention the Convention’s inability to entirely
provide protection in the face of terrorism on one hand, and the rapid spread of the pandemic
on the other.
In light of all the obstacles mentioned, and inability to apply the regulations of the Hague
Convention, many organizations around the world took it upon themselves to fight, advocate,
and find solutions for victims of International Parental Child Abduction. Organizations of all
kinds work hard to prevent future abductions from occurring, and educate the people on the
issue.
In support of our fellow advocates, victims of this crime, and left-behind parents, we believe it
is our duty today to carry on what others have been striving for, for many years. That is why,
through our Quarterly Newsletters, we will be the platform that advocates for International
Parental Child Abduction, and sheds light to all the legal, financial and social struggles
associated with the cases.
We hope that this initiative makes an impact, and leads to the return of abducted children whose
cases are currently pending in courts all over the world. Our aim is to educate all individuals
and include international communities in our fight against this dreadful crime.
We are here to share your stories, to listen to you and to support you.
Please feel free to reach out with your inquiries and comments, to enhance our approach and
reach the ultimate goal of ending the suffering of so many individuals who are wronged.”
-

Atty. Mohamad Al Ayouby

IPCA: A GROWING PROBLEM
What is Parental Child Abduction?

International Parental Child Abduction is the removal or retention
of a child outside their country of habitual residence in breach of
another parent or guardian’s custody rights. It’s based on the
intention of one of the parents to forbid the other from any form of
contact with their child due to marital disputes.
Parental child abduction is a widespread phenomenon, it can be
either Interstate or Across Borders.

Click to see more on
HCCH information and
implementation
Countries Signatory
to the Hague Convention

One of the first actions towards putting an end to IPCA was the
Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child
Abduction of October 1980, a multilateral treaty, which seeks to
protect children from the harmful effects of wrongful removal and
retention across international boundaries by providing a
procedure to bring about their prompt return and ensuring the
protection of rights of access.
However, this did not stop the phenomenon, on the contrary, the
number of cases started to rise. Despite the presence of an
international legal framework to prevent such actions, they
continue to occur today, and many cases of parental abduction
are currently pending in national courts around the world.
Despite the fact that this convention exists, several countries
throughout the world have yet to sign it, leaving them without a
viable legal framework to deal with parental abduction cases that
occur in their jurisdiction. When examining this issue, it can be
noted that the main reason for many countries' failure to sign this
agreement is a lack of compatibility between the Hague
Convention's legal principles and the legal regulations that apply
within these countries in terms of personal status and family
disputes. This remains a cause of conflict between Civic
Laws and a key obstacle to the resolution of many family
abduction cases around the world. Several countries that have
ratified the Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of Parental
Abduction of Children, on the other hand, have not committed to
carrying out their obligations under the Convention, making it
more difficult to resolve abduction cases and extending the grief
of the children and their families.

Although plenty of countries are
signatory to the Hague
Convention, many have still failed
to join.

HALF-WAY ACROSS THE GLOBE
In an effort to hinder IPCA, and support of Left-Behind Parents,
iHOPE attended the 8th Annual iStand Parent Network Inc. International Parents
Conference & Embassy Walk in Washington, D.C.

Back in late September, iSTAND organized and
hosted its 8th Annual Conference revolving around
the issue of Parental Child Abduction Across
Borders. IHOPE, represented by Atty. Mohamad Al
Ayouby, along with several Lawyers, Advocates,
International Organizations and International
Stakeholders concerned with the legal and human
rights issues of IPCA, had the honor of participating
in support of this cause.

Atty. Mohamad Al Ayouby, Founder of
iHOPE, alongside the honorable Mrs.
Noelle Hunter, Co-founder of iStand
Parent Network, as they march in
solidarity with Left-Behind Parents and
victims of IPCA.

Students from the prestigious University of Alabama
in Huntsville took part by presenting contemporary
academic research concerning the issue of
International Parental Child Abduction and its legal,
political and social consequences.

Atty. Mohamad Al Ayouby delivering a
speech at the Vigil.

During a symbolic stand in front of the United
States Capitol, seeking-parents shared their stories
and their pain.
Rep. Bill Posey gave a speech demonstrating his
solidarity with the families and reassuring his
never-ending support to them.
Rep. Bill Posey proved to be a fierce advocate for
the cause, as he has followed up with Parental
Child Abduction Cases from the beginning, and
was an effective factor in the successful return of
children affected by IPCA.

iHOPE, represented by Atty. Mohamad Al Ayouby, had
the honor of attending a hearing for the Tom Lantos
Human Rights Commission, in The United States House
of Representatives, concerning the Sean and David
Goldman International Child Abduction Prevention and
Return Act of 2014.
Rep. Chris Smith introduced this Bill in an effort to give
the State Department a variety of tools to pressure
foreign governments to send home American children
who have been abducted overseas.

Atty. Mohamad Al Ayouby awarding Rep. Chris Smith a Token of
Appreciation as he holds researches presented to him by iHOPE’s
Research and Studies Department.

THE ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

A panel of lawyers and advocates heavily invested in IPCA discuss
many of the more complex, legal & cultural barriers to resolving
abductions

“When we are presented with an IPCA case, we are faced with 3 main obstacles as lawyers.
For example, Lebanon is non-signatory to the Hague convention, and personal status matters are
governed by religious laws; but in Lebanon alone, we have more than 18 religious sects, and each
governs personal status according to its own regulations; let’s take child custody for example, for
the catholic Christians custody is granted till the age of 7, for orthodox Christians it’s for the age of
15, for Sunni Muslims it’s for 12, for Shia Muslims it’s for 2, and so on.. keep in mind this is just in
one single country regarding one single topic.
We don’t have one general regulation applied to everyone regarding custody rights.
Parental Child Abduction is not regarded as a crime in Lebanon, and therefore, there are no criminal
charges on parents who forcefully take their children.
We cannot generalize and use precedents of previous cases, so if we win one case, we cannot win
the other, even if they are of similar circumstances.”
-

Atty. Mohamad Al Ayouby in regards to IPCA in Arab Countries

iHOPE, represented by
Khaled Sabbagh, Rasha Kayal and Osei
Bilal Kabbara, participating in a panel
discussion, International Organizations
Leading the Movement, at iStand:
UNDIVIDED, the 8th International
Parents Conference, in Washington
DC.

International Organizations
Leading the Way
Several members of organizations
dedicated to fighting IPCA discussed
strategies and their experiences in this
realm of legal & policy work.

Participating Foundations: Return Our Children Home Canada - BACHOME -Bring Our
Kids Home - iStand

The problem of IPCA has been with us for many
years, and the number of cases is growing
phenomenally.

Others believed that “Government officials are trying to
sweep the issue under the rug, not deal with it or pass it
on to somebody else.”

The children are deprived of one of their parents
and their wider family for a long time –sometimes
permanently – and their sense of security is
threatened, particularly, in the Middle East.
These children are forced to accept a change of
country, culture, schools etc. Even if children are
returned, they are marked by the abduction for
the rest of their lives.

Historically, the signing of the Hague Convention in 1980
was promising in terms that if many countries signed on
to it, it would have some kind of effect. Many strategies
were developed; however, the practice around it failed to
evolve in order to be able to deal with countries in a viable
approach.

The value of International Organizations, as
described in the discussion panel, is highlighted
in the experiences and challenges exchanged
between international groups tackling this issue
in the absence of action by governmental
authorities. It was stated that one of the many
fundamental problems in countries is that
governments don’t keep statistics, so when
reaching out to ministers, they either haven’t
heard of it or don’t know the scope of it.
One of the victims of IPCA shared that “Having
these organizations brings communities together
and makes us feel like we’re included. There is
power in numbers, the more people we have on
our side, whether they are from our own country
or a different country makes us more powerful.”
To some, a step has been taken in effort to
enhance the policies and frameworks governing
the issue. When the Goldman Act Bill was
passed, it created an annual report that has been
picked up internationally by other countries as a
framework of understanding and used it to fuel
action and movement.

“Mainly when addressing policy change, especially in the
Arab Region, we need to have a constructivist approach.
The importance of the organizations lies in getting the
support of the community by proper community
engagement and community-based approaches in order
to educate the public and shed light on ineffective laws
and judicial practices affecting families all over the world.
A lot of Middle Eastern countries have Sharia law.
Lebanon has a hybrid system between Civic and
Religious laws in regards to personal status matters;
however, the legislator left some gaps that we were able
to benefit from. We were able to acquire new precedents
and new laws regarding the best interest of the children.
In cases where several courts are competent at the same
time, Strategic Litigation comes handy, enabling us to
maneuver around the courts.
“We” were able to notice the gaps missed by the legislator
and maneuvered our way around them. Here comes the
importance of specialized task forces trained to find these
loopholes and take advantage of them. This is a tactical
method that will help us achieve our strategic end, to
enhance access to justice and reunite families with their
children.”
-

iHOPE representatives in regards to Policy Change

THE IHOPE-ISTAND COLLABORATION

iHOPE and iStand: Partnership for a New Era of Global Family Strengthening
“No earthly institution is more foundational to global society than the
family unit. As the most formative socializing agent, families transmit
love and protection, foster belonging, inculcate cultural values and
serve as the bedrock for civilization. The construct and concept of
family transcends time, borders, languages, and cultures. A strong
family structure creates nurturing space and opportunities for
children to grow, thrive and live out their full potential. Yet, far too
many families are fragmented and deeply affected by separations
which have a devastating, lasting impact on every family member,
and most especially on children.

Noelle Hunter, PhD
Co-Founder, iStand Parent Network Inc.
Lecturer, University of Alabama in
Huntsville

Family separations occur for a variety of reasons, some benign or through unfortunate
circumstances. Other family separations are deliberate, such as when one parent intentionally
removes a child or children from another parent and takes them to another country, often in a
premeditated and unlawful manner. The phenomenon is known as International Parental Child
Abduction (IPCA), and those are the types of separations that require a new paradigm for action
to protect vulnerable children, to reunite them with loving parents and, when possible, to help
heal the fractures caused by this act.
The committed teams at iStand Parent Network Inc. and Lebanese civil society company iHOPE
know the stories and the harms caused by IPCA all too well. U.S.-based iStand Parent Network
Inc. was founded by parents whose children had been internationally abducted from the United
States to another country. Over the course of eight years, iStand has worked to empower parents
to reunite with their internationally-abducted children through committed advocacy,
representation and peer support. We give parents a strong foundation of information, shared
experiences and proven strategies to overcome the formidable legal, diplomatic, financial and
emotional barriers to reunification. Even with this strong foundation of support, far too many
families remain separated, and far too many children suffer Adverse Childhood Experiences
(ACEs), because of IPCA. ACEs experiences are linked to changes in brain development, chronic
health problems, attachment disorders and risky behaviors as children grow into adulthood.
But there is hope, and examples of progress on this important issue are coming to light. iStand
parent Michelle Littleton, whose three children were abducted from the US to Lebanon in 2017,
is one of the many examples of parents who worked hard to reunite with their children against all
odds. When she contacted iStand, Michelle was already working closely with her attorney, iHOPE
founder Mohamad Ayouby to reunite with her young son and teenage daughters. Despite
religious and cultural differences, and differences in the legal systems in the U.S. and Lebanon,
Littleton and Ayouby successfully challenged and prevailed in court against the abducting parent
and his family members who had helped maintain the abduction. Two years later, the children

iHOPE and iStand: Partnership for a New Era of Global Family Strengthening
and their mother flew home to Florida, USA and a new partnership and new paradigm for global
family strengthening had begun.
Mohamad and I, and our teams, began to have conversations and vision sessions about new
ways to resolve the longstanding problem of International Parental Child Abduction. We
examined why some countries seem to fare better in cooperating to return children under
international frameworks such as the Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of International
Child Abduction (the Hague Convention), while others do not. We discussed cultural norms
and perceptions and whether the very definition of IPCA ‘translates’ well in other countries.
Importantly, we concluded that Arab and MENA nations in particular, need new frameworks for
educating and sensitizing families, governments and nongovernmental institutions about this
problem—with the ultimate goal of sparing more children the harm and trauma of family
separation.
In the course of our work, we’ve been validated by the Tripoli Bar Association, which recently
issued a proclamation acknowledging iHOPE and iSTAND’s collaborative efforts to define the
issue and seek justice for children and families who are affected by family separations. The
Tripoli Bar Association pledged to “stand by [our] side” as a leading protection actor in Lebanon
and in the region. Here in the U.S. we have received similar validation from members of the
U.S. Congress and the U.S. State Department. Each of these entities know that true reform
and action to ameliorate IPCA must be done in organized, visionary and collective fashion.
Thus, when iHOPE and iStand formalized our partnership with a Memorandum of
Understanding, signed in Washington DC last October, we knew that we’d begun to move in
that new direction. There are indeed formidable challenges before us as we move this issue
from marginal to central focus among the relevant stakeholders, but we are undaunted. In fact,
we believe that this partnership--- this new era of family strengthening—has only just begun.
The momentum continues to build, and nearly daily we are receiving invitations from people
and organizations who want to join this great work for children.
Some years ago, one of iStand’s annual conference themes was “Hope on the Horizon”. We
couldn’t have known then that we were speaking about the vision that is now coming to pass
through our partnership with iHOPE. We welcome all who want to join us as we seek to reunite
children with loving parents, help families be stronger than ever before, and end the painful
trauma of International Parental Child Abduction.”
- Dr. Noelle Hunter

ABDUCTED TO JAPAN: MORE THAN A DECADE LATER, NO ANSWER!

International Parental Child Abduction Around the World
Japan is internationally known as a black hole for child abduction for its consistent
failure to return kidnapped children and was named as a top-three worst offender
by the US Department of State.
Japan has ratified the Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child
Abduction on April 1st 2014, yet was previously cited for demonstrating a pattern
of noncompliance in the Department of State’s Annual Reports for failure to
enforce court orders to return a child to a left-behind parent in cases where the
taking parent objected.
Jeffery Morehouse
American citizen.

is

your average

Like many others, Mr. Morehouse divorced
from his wife in 2008, and gained custody of
their child, Mochi. He went about his days in
devotion for his child, as a caring and loving
father would.
Little did Mr. Morehouse know; his life would
completely change in June of 2010.
“My day starts like many parents with my sleepy-eyed child telling me what he
wants for breakfast. I bolt out of bed ready for action. Then I wake up into my real
day, the ongoing nightmare of his kidnapping to Japan in 2010. No, this was not a
custody dispute. We were already divorced for two years and I was the custodial
parent.
Couldn't you have prevented it, some ask? They don't intend to stick me with the
dagger of their inquisitive disbelief. I did what was legally possible at the time.
There were court ordered travel and passport restraints in place. A Japanese
Consulate ignored it and gave her one anyway completing our son's kidnapping
and the destruction of his childhood.
I've taken it to the courts in Japan and won each time. Then they refused to reunite
us. They won't even tell me where he is. It is an infinite game Japan plays with
parents of kidnapping victims.

Eleven years later I still hear his voice everywhere. I see him in the grocery store or in the park.
It is sudden. I am certain it is him, but it is always a cruel illusion. The matrix shatters again. I
am exhausted, but every day is another opportunity to seek progress for my son and other
families.
More than 475 U.S. children have been kidnapped to Japan since 1994 according to U.S.
Department of State documents. Our kidnapped children are an inconvenience for which we
receive sympathetic procrastination.
Over the past decade I've testified and briefed Congress multiple times, led hundreds of
meetings on Capitol Hill, the Departments of Justice and State, and the White House determined
to persuade our leaders to publicly commit to the return of our kidnapped children. The United
States has named Japan a top-three worst offender of international parental child abduction.
This month the Government of Japan takes it step too far when their Ambassador to Australia,
Shingo Yamagami, writes in The Sydney Morning Herald, "Yet I do contest the use of the term
“child abduction” for these cases. The word “abduction” is used for the state crime committed
by North Korea, which brutally kidnapped innocent Japanese men and women, including a
teenaged girl, from their loved ones."
Speak out, Mr. President. Tell Prime Minister Kishida you expect Japan to return our children
and extradite kidnappers. Do it publicly. That’s what Japan does to solicit U.S. assistance for its
kidnapping victims to North Korea. Japan grabbed one-way assistance during past
administrations through the press and they are starting in on the same unchallenged track again.
I have not met with President Biden yet, but will keep trying. He has lived a different kind of
parent's pain, but knows something of ours.
Our children can come home. You can do it, Mr. President. The world is listening for leadership.
Make a statement. Bring our children home.
I’ll be quiet for a moment for you to respond.”
-

Jeffery Morehouse

Currently, Jeffery Morehouse is Co-Founder and Executive Director of Bring Abducted
Children Home, a founding partner in the Coalition to End International Parental Child
Abduction and a father of "Mochi" Atomu Imoto Morehouse who was kidnapped to Japan in
June 2010. He has briefed and testified to Congress seven times on international parental
child abduction. He remains a loving father, and a fierce advocate for Mochi’s return.

International Parental Child Abduction Around the World
“Unfortunately, domestic, and international parental
abductions happen around the world but there are
few countries where parents are encouraged to
abduct their children. Well, expect for Japan.
You might be surprised to hear that the so-called developed and tech-savvy Japan
is also known as the black hole for child abduction. The country has earned this term
over decades of not just turning a blind eye to parental abductions but effectively
encouraging it through its sole custody and authority laws.
Japan is unusual among developed nations in not recognizing the concept of joint
custody. Instead, courts give custody to one parent, applying what is known as the
‘continuity principle’ — which translates to ‘if the child is settled in one household,
don’t disturb him or her.’ Not only does the law not punish a parent who absconds
with a child, it rewards them. Once the new household is established, the court
unfailingly awards custody to the kidnapper.
Routine divorce cases can quickly turn into cases of alienation and even abduction
because of the country’s failure to implement joint custody and authority laws. When
a couple divorces in Japan – regardless of nationality – only one parent can retain
sole parental authority and custody unless parents agree to joint custody on their
own. This means that the non-custodial parent is at the mercy of the custodial parent
to see, interact or even speak with their children. That parent has no right to access
to or make any decisions regarding their children’s schooling or health. The children
can, in fact, be adopted by a stepparent or other family member without notifying or
getting the consent of the biological, non-custodial parent, effectively erasing the leftbehind parent out of the child’s life. It is not uncommon for a child to never see their
parent again after divorce.
The problem is deeply rooted in Japanese culture. Traditionally, children are not
viewed as individuals with rights, or as belonging to their parents, but as the ‘property
of the household’ where they live. As soon as children move to a new household, the
estranged parent becomes an outsider, with no right to disturb the new household.
However, article 224 of the Japanese penal code recognizes that abduction of a
minor, regardless of who abducted the children, is a criminal offense. The problem
mostly lies in the operation of the law, not the law itself. In fact, when a parent tries
to find his/her abducted children, they face the risk of being arrested on kidnapping
attempt charges (in which case article 224 of the penal code is used as a justification
for the arrest). This can happen even if the left behind parent still possesses full
parental authority and has no restrictions on seeing his or her children.

The rule is simple. The first kidnapping is free. This failed system means that is it essentially
a race to see who kidnaps their children first. The threats are real. Australian Scott McIntyre
spent 45 days in Japan in 2019 trying to check on the well-being of his children his wife had
kidnapped a few months before.
Parental abduction does not discriminate in Japan with every social class, ethnicity, and
gender being at risk. Though international media often focuses attention on the abduction of
children of non-Japanese fathers, the reality is that most abducted children have two Japanese
parents, and a growing number of abductors are Japanese fathers.
The most devastating part is the effect on children. It is estimated that every hour 24 children
lose access to a parent in Japan. The effect on children’s socio-economic and psychological
well-being is significant. More than half of children living in single-parent households live under
the poverty line. Japan also has one of the highest child suicide rates in the world, with most
children citing family problems as a reason. Recorded child abuse has also hit record highs.
Japanese family law is to blame for these horrendous statistics. Would Japan implement joint
custody and authority as just about every other country in the world has, children would be
less prone to being abused or living in poverty as a second parent and extended family would
have the right and ability to follow-up on their child’s care and well-being.
You may wonder why this is able to continue in the twenty-first century. The reality is that the
sole custody law is fueled by corruption and private interests that be no means consider the
best interest of children. Lawyers receive a hefty 30% of all child support payments until a
child reaches the age of 20, which naturally encourages them to push their clients towards
sole custody or adduction as this means a higher child support payment. Often, the only place
non-custodial parents can visit their children are through pricey visitation centers run by former
judges – and that remains at the consent of the custodial parent. Most parents are afraid to
allow their ex-spouse unsupervised visits as they fear child abduction because the current
system would allow it. So, it is only through these centers that they can get a peace of mind.
Clearly judges and lawyers want to keep their large cut of the pie but how far are they willing
to go in a country that is struggling to encourage its citizens to marry and start a family and
ultimately to sustain its population?
But changes are underway. In November 2021, five Japanese News channels reported the
issue of child abduction for the first time when France issued an Interpol arrest warrant for
Vincent Fichot's wife on kidnapping and abuse charges. Fichot was able to obtain such a
warrant thanks to his children possessing French nationality although the children had been
kidnapped on Japanese soil. This highlighted the weakness in the Japanese law operations.
In the last four years, Vincent tried to file a criminal complaint for child abuse and child
abduction four times to the Japanese police. None of his attempts succeeded. In return the
police, as usual, threatened to arrest him on kidnapping charges in case he tried to see his
children. To this day, he is still married and has full parental authority.
In the months following the news, the Head of the National Police Agency of Japan made a

In the months following the news, the Head of the National Police Agency of Japan made
a surprising announcement. He instructed his departments to facilitate the registration of
complaints of abduction of minors in the case of unilateral removal of a child. Specific
awareness-raising will be provided to police officers in charge of complaints, and a
dedicated phone number will be set up to remedy any malfunctions observed. And so, for
the first-time dozens of parents in Japan have been able to go to the police to claim the
abduction of their children by their spouse.
It is yet to be seen whether the police will follow up on these complaints and the
prosecution will faithfully observe the law but members of the Japanese parliament such
as Masahiko Shibayama are closely monitoring the evolution of practices in Japan and
the proper operation of existing laws going forward, including article 224 of the Japanese
penal code on Abduction of Minors.”
If you are interested in learning more about the widespread issue of parental abduction in
Japan or supporting efforts to advocate for the children of Japan, please visit
findmyparent.org

International Parental Child Abduction Around the World

Lebanon is infested with children rights
violations. Over the past years, it has harbored
several parentally abducted children from the
West, and has lost a few of its own to various
destinations as well.
With the complications present in the legal
system, and the failure of the Lebanese
Government to ratify the Hague Convention, we
are left with no proper legal framework governing
crimes of International Parental Child Abduction.
iHOPE’s Department of Research & Studies
conducted a thorough legal assessment
concerning parental abduction of American
children to Lebanon. It highlights the key reasons
as to why cases of International Parental Child
Abduction are pending in court and shy of
impossible to be resolved.
The reign of Religious Regulations on personal
status matters, such as marital disputes,
custody, inheritance, etc., has been a leading
factor in the failure of the Lebanese Government
to ratify the Hague Convention; especially given
that personal status being governed by religion
is considered a matter of Public Order.

Please click here to visit our website
to learn more about the problem

Regardless of the various crimes
being committed in one single act
of abduction, the Lebanese
Legislation does not consider
Parental Abduction as a crime;
and therefore, does not deal with
it as such.

Therefore, in the events of parental abduction to
The iHOPE Team works
Lebanon, there is no National, nor International
tirelessly, in collaboration with all
Legal System governing such crime.
its partners, to educate the public
Numerous IPCA cases are still pending in courts, on the crime of IPCA, and take
leaving left-behind parents suffering a great deal action where the Government
of pain and misery, and longing for their proves to be dormant.
abducted child.

International Initiatives
International parental abduction is routinely happening in over 80 countries and domestic
parental abduction a significant issue that is not receiving enough attention or preventive
measures. Current legal, political, and diplomatic means to return children home are failing
around the world leaving children vulnerable to complex psychological and socio-economic
risks.
Find My Parent (FMP) envisions a world where children, parents and families are
empowered to reunite on their own, helping them overcome the various barriers created by
ineffective legal and political channels. That is exactly what FMP hopes to achieve through
the launch of its iOS and Android mobile application. Using the latest AI technology, FMP
has built an innovative technology that can be practically used by children and families
around the world.
The mobile application is currently available for free via the Google Play Store and Apple
store – and will always be free for children under 21 years old. The mobile application has
been specifically built with children’s needs in mind, with a simple and easy to understand
user experience.

To begin using FMP’s mobile application, you will need to create a profile for yourself, your
child and as many relatives from your side and the other parent’s side as you’d like. Within
the profile, you can add an array of data points and information, including contact
information; basic data such as birthdate, country of birth, residence, etc.; and information
on your life journey such as schools attended, workplaces, jobs held, etc.
What is unique about FMP’s mobile application is that you can add as many data points
as you’d like. So, if you, your child, or former spouse have had dozens of addresses or
phone numbers, you can add them all even if you are not 100% sure of their validity. Those
data points coupled with images you can upload are used to match children and parents.
While it takes most missing person’s offices two weeks or more to collect and organize
information, it takes just minutes with FMP’s app. Results can be available within the same
hour or day. Once a match is found, both the child and parent are notified and able to
connect via the app’s messaging platform, if they wish to do so. They can also withdraw
the ability to connect, if desired.
The beauty of the technology is that it can match families even if the child knows nothing
about their parent and/or does not speak the same language as the left-behind parent.
FMP has plans to localize the mobile application to many languages and cultures so
children and families around the world can easily access it.
FMP takes the safety and security of children and all our users very seriously. That is why
we have built a technology using the most stringent security measures often found in the
private sector. Data is protected and never shared with a third-party. A stringent humanbased verification process is completed upon registration to ensure that pedophiles or
scammers are unable to use our platform.
Aside from acting as a reunification tool, the FMP app provides resources and knowledge
to both children and parents on how to cope with parental alienation and abduction.
While this app was built with the specific objective to bypass the many legal, political, and
social barriers stopping children from reuniting with their parent and family after abduction,
FMP is leveraging the same technology to support vulnerable children around the world.
This includes those experiencing or at risk for forced migration, human trafficking, living
on conflict and victims of natural disasters.

MODERN PROBLEMS AFFECTING INTERNATIONAL PARENTAL CHILD ABDUCTION

Armed conflicts continue to be the leading cause
of suffering for millions of people around the world.
Civilians, particularly children, women, and the
elderly, have been subjected to serious and
systematic violations in the armed conflicts in Syria,
Iraq, Yemen, and Libya. Among these civilians are
children who have been abducted by their parents
from other countries.
The U.S. Department of State's annual report on
cases of parental abduction of children outside the
United States of America stated that there are cases
of parental abduction in a number of areas
experiencing international and internal armed
conflicts.
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Reports indicated the presence of parental abduction cases in all four countries, and claims
that the U.S. was unable to provide protection due to a lack of diplomatic presence.
With the situation crippling courts from carrying on with their process, abducted children
are forced to reside longer in armed conflict areas, thus subjecting them to risk of
endangerment.
iHOPE’s Research and Studies Unit presented a practical method for evaluation of the
risks that abducted children may face. It is based on a comprehensive analysis of the kinds
of dangers present in armed conflict areas, such as terrorism, physical harm, psychological
harm, etc.
The research also provides an advanced assessment of the reasons for parental child
abduction. It has been noted in several International Reports that the leading cause of
parental abduction to armed conflict areas is to enlist, themselves and/or their child, in
terrorist militias or forces fighting in armed conflict.
Children are often abducted at such a young age, leaving them impressionable and easily
manipulated. This could play a major role in the future in affecting the sustainable security
in leading countries such as the United States of America; weaponizing abducted children,
American abducted children, against their own country.

Oligarchy is a form of government in which a small group of people hold most or all political
power. Lebanon is an active sample of an Oligarchic Society, in which it is divided into more
than 18 Religious Sects and governed by almost 15 different laws in regards to PersonalStatus in accordance with their sectarian affiliation.
Religious regulations governing personal-status matters is, and always will be, the main
reason behind the failure of ratifying the Hague Convention of 1980. This has resulted in the
non-compliance of Lebanon to the Memorandum of Understanding signed with the United
States of America in regards to Parental Child Abduction. Why? Due to the dependence of
the judicial system and the pertinent legislative authorities on the authority of Political
Parties.
In general, Lebanon suffers from the lack of independence of its judiciary. Political
interference is evident in affecting the justice system. This in turn affects the impartiality of
judges and results in clear bias when handling a case. It affects all kinds of matters at hand
from civil, to criminal, to administrative, etc.
In cases of Parental Child Abduction, such as in the case of Rolla Hamade, political
interference in the case has led to extreme mistreatment and discrimination. Political
interference in parental abduction cases has also led to the inability to implement foreign
court orders in Lebanon. The collision between the implementation with politics affects the
functions of the court and its integrity. Thus affecting the decision of the Lebanese judges
and ultimately hindering the resolution of abduction cases.
To put it into simple words, the judiciary is a puppet in the hands of political entities.
However, iHOPE’s Legal Team of Attorneys has proven to be able to maneuver their way
in court to find the gaps that allow us to resolve pending cases in Lebanese courts.
Our vast knowledge of the context, the legislations, the policies being applied, we are able
to maneuver our way in court using Strategic Litigation to reach the end goal of returning a
child to their custodial parent.
We are empowered by the legal assessments conducted in the Research and Studies
Department at iHOPE, the support of our partners and the tireless efforts of our legal and
social advocates.
iHOPE intends to grow its circle of advocates and create a legal line of defense by
conducting legal training for Judges, Attorneys, Law Students and advocates concerned in
resolving and ending the crime of parental child abduction.
We intend to be the platform that educates the public, to engage them in our campaign
against this crime, and include them in the return of parentally abducted children to their
homes.

A BITTER-SWEET ENDING: The Story of Layla, Acila & Youssef Matar
Michelle Littleton, a mother of three beautiful children,
received a terrifying phone call that changed her life.
Michelle Littleton is one of the lucky few to have returned her
children back from Lebanon.
She shares the heartbreaking story of her children’s
abduction, and the traumatizing journey they went through.
“Divorces are really hard, but in my case, it was really horrific
It was dragging on for 2 years, it just got really financially hard
to the point where I was practically homeless, and I could no
longer have a home for my children.
I knew it was coming because of all of the signs. All of his
assets were gone, there was nothing, like someone was
getting ready to leave the country. My kids would come and
tell me that they think their dad is taking them to Lebanon and
they’re not coming back. He would tell me they were going to
go on vacation.
Once they took the trip, he said they’ll be back but they might
take longer than planned.
They didn’t return on the flights that they booked. On the day
they didn’t come back, that was when I knew something was
up.
The communication was cut off and I couldn’t talk to them anymore.
I started getting messages from my ex-brother-in-law asking me why I don’t come down to
Lebanon, we’ll remarry and get back together again and they’ll come back with you. It was like
they were trying to get me to go there. I don’t know why they wanted me to go there.
It was such a traumatic experience.
I was working a fulltime job then, so most of the phone calls were during the day when I was at
work.
This one phone call I received from my ex-father-in-law. He said if you go to the police, if you go
to the authorities, you’ll never see your children again. I was just screaming and crying.
I couldn’t breathe. It was the worst nightmare.
I walked back to my office, I was bumping into people, I just couldn’t breathe.

Of course, I went to the authorities. I reported it. The State Department started a case. They
started calling me a left-behind parent. The FBI contacted me.
I didn’t know there were others like me. It’s like something you see in the movies. You’re
scared, it’s lonely. You feel like your heart was being ripped out of your chest. I was worried
for my children. If I was feeling like that, I wondered what they were feeling.
I immediately started researching, and posting on Facebook “ Has anyone ever had their child
abducted to Lebanon? “. Different people started reaching out to me. That’s how I found
iStand. And I realized I wasn’t alone. This was what helped me make some first steps on
Capitol Hill.
By the time I started working with iStand. I had already begun a case in court here in the U.S.
the judge granted me full custody, he ordered the children to come home immediately, my exhusband was fully aware of it, he would call into the court hearings. He knew he had to return
them immediately, but he kept saying lies like he had health problems or so.
The FBI got involved and started an investigation and the State Department had started a
case. It was so frustrating. That’s where iStand came in. the State Department didn’t know
what to do as far as finding a lawyer. A personal friend of mine from Lebanon helped me find
Atty. Mohamad Ayouby.
I had done some things in order to proceed. I needed a court order to take to the Senators
and Congressmen. iStand helped me communicate with legislative aids. To get appointments.
To go door to door and contact the Senators. Because my constitutional rights, my children’s
constitutional rights have been violated. Noelle Hunter, president of iStand, would walk
through those doors with me, and sit down next to me in meetings with legislative aids and
staffs.
Eventually, once the legislative staff vets you; because Congressmen or Senators aren’t just
going to help some crazy lunatic saying “My children are abducted, I need help”. You have to
be vetted. They have to know you have your feet on the ground, your rights are actually
violated, you have your things in order like court orders and thoughts together.
All the formalities, a lot of bureaucracy. It was 10 months before I got a meeting in person with
legislative aid.
During that time, the communication with my children was cut off more severely than the very
beginning. I would call and the phone would just ring and ring and ring; I could never get
through.
So that was something that iStand helped me with; press the State Department to go do
welfare visits, to check on the children and make sure they’re okay and their surroundings
where they live and all that.

They missed out on a whole year of school. They were abducted on January 4th 2017. So
they missed school all the way from January to June, they didn’t go to school until the next
year.
They were put into a private school.
Once they were in school, I never really got to talk to them at all.
Communication was very bad, for a whole two and a half years I never once got a facetime.
I never saw their faces.
One of the things left-behind parents do is scour the internet for pictures of their children. I
would stay all night just looking for picture for my children. I did eventually find their pictures
on the school’s internet site.
It was very sad.
Looking back, it was just torture. An everyday torture I need to resolve. I would eat sleep and
breathe trying to bring my children back.
I would keep a journal. If I spoke with someone, a legislative chief of staff or State
Department, or Atty. Mohammad, whoever I spoke with I would write down what they were
saying. I was constantly tracking it. Everything that happened I would track. I made a journal,
a note entry. It helped me so much.
I started gearing up for my visit for my visits to Washington D.C. by doing publicity stuff like
newspaper articles, or news interviews on TV. I would say what the Congressmen told me
they were going to do before they would actually do it. I would tell the news reporter that a
congressman is going to do this or that. It was a kind of pressure. That was my strategy.
Before me and Rachelle Smith, no case had ever been resolved through courts in a return
from Lebanon in the history of the country. It has never happened. I had nothing to base my
case on. I would ask the State Department and my case worker “Are you sure no one’s ever
brought their child from Lebanon?”
It was such a hopeless time. The only one who was telling me I would see my children again
was Atty. Mohammad.
It was really just torture.
We went through a series of court cases in Lebanon. First in the Sharia Court. We had to win
it first. Then we had to go to the Civil Court. The worst thing that would happen when the
judges would go on strike in Lebanon. You just have to sit and wait. Nothing you could do.
And when I would ask the State Department to go do welfare visits, they would say it’s not
safe to go up there. They were always pushing back. The Civil Court took the longest because
of all the delays. Then the final one was the execution court and even that took some time.

My ex-husband would send his Attorney to attend court hearings, and he attended some of
them, but I’m not sure if he attended all of them. I never attended any hearings, the FBI told
me not to go [to Lebanon] because they thought I wouldn’t make it out alive or his family
would try to have me arrested.
My biggest obstacle was trying to restrain myself from going to Lebanon. I was ready to give
up everything and just go there. I’ll be a teacher. I’ll teach English. I’ll live down the street
from my children. That’s how you feel. Nothing else matters at that point. I needed them to
know that I love them very much and I didn’t abandon them.
They were taken from me and I wanted to be in their life.
Atty. Mohammad was definitely very supportive and patient. He was there going through all
the courts and I was here going crazy.
It was very hard. I was approached by several lawyers. But I followed my gut instincts. That
was something I did throughout the whole process. My family was like “How are you paying
a lawyer you’ve never met? There aren’t any cases of someone getting their kids back.
You’re just wasting your money.”
But I felt in my gut that I was doing the right thing.
When the State Department lost track of my children, no one knew where they were, my ex
had taken them into hiding and pulled them out of school. That was when people were really
doubting me.
People were making bets that I would never see my kids again. There was such negativity.
But it was my battle. I think that some people might assume that it might have looked easier
from the outside. I kept myself put together. I didn’t let people see me falling apart. It got
easier because you get stronger.
I don’t wish it on anyone. The beginning was the hardest part.
I would have dreams of my children being home, I’d wake up and they’re not there. It’s so
traumatizing.
In the end you just have to trust your instinct. People were such doubters. But I had to block
it out because it was my fight. I had to bring my children home.
I had a feeling my ex-husband disappeared with the children, because the communication
would stop. And people from Lebanon would reach out to me like”Hey, your kids aren’t going
to school anymore.” “We used to see them on the bus, we haven’t seen them in a few days,
did they go back to you?” And I would say “No! They’re not here.”
I was told by the State Department that the kids might be in Syria, that my ex-husband might
have crossed the border. There were so many different stories. It was just really scary.

That was when I quit the journal and would start writing on random pieces of paper. I was
just such a mess and I was so scared. It was a chaotic and stressful time.
That’s when the Congressmen really stepped up.
I received a letter from the State Department admitting they lost track of the children. So
Congressman Posey took it to the Congressional Hearing and withheld funding the federal
aid to Lebanon. He was shaking it up and putting pressure.
After two weeks, the Lebanese army located my children. And brought them to the
safehouse.
It was a rough weekend; it was my birthday weekend. I didn’t know where my children were,
I was so depressed. Windows closed; shades shut. My condo was completely dark. I turned
my phone off.
In the morning my phone was ringing a lot. It was Mohammad Ayouby, and I thought “Why
would he call me? Is he trying to wish me a happy birthday?” I wasn’t having it.
Mohammad was yelling: “We found your children! You need to get on a plane!” I was at the
airport within 3 hours. I went to Jordan. The State Department flew with the children to
Jordan.
First time seeing them was hard because they were brainwashed to think I was a scary
monster. They were standoffish.
After that it wasn’t easy.
Culturally, it was really hard. One of my daughters was bullied in school every day. I had to
bring the FBI to talk with all the teachers.
Emotionally, overnight they were back with their mom. It’s hard to describe.
My oldest is very isolated. She still has a problem socially. She doesn’t have a lot of friends.
She doesn’t trust people. She has major trust issues.
They missed out on a lot, but now they’re doing well in school.
The relationship started terribly. But now I have teenage girls who hated me, which is no
fun. It took some time for them to trust me and that I was going to take care of them.
Now, home is my favorite place to be. They love being at home. We’ve definitely come a
long way.
To left-behind parents I say stay away from negative people. Trust your instincts. Your
children love you and need you to be strong for them.”

THE PAIN IS REAL: The Abduction of Hassan & Hussein Taha
Rolla Hamade, a loving mother of two young boys, tells the
heartbreaking story of her children’s abduction by their father in
June of 2016.
“I went down to Lebanon in June 17th of 2016, with returned flights
for July 4th. I never got on that plane; my sons never got on that
plane. Hussein was 8 years old and Hassan was 6.
When I went down for vacation on June of 2016, my neighbor’s
husband passed away, I walked over there to give my
condolences. I was gone for 20 minutes. It was in the evening,
during Ramadan, we were fasting. We broke our fast. He went next
door, gave his condolences, came back and told me to go. I went
there I was there for maybe 20 minutes, came back to an empty
house. No Children.
We had some marital issues. I knew right away because we had
our suitcases on the floor, and I was packing because we were
leaving in a few days. I saw that they were gone, the boys were
gone. I knew he had taken them and disappeared.
I started running up and down the street crying to the neighbors.
My neighbors took me to my in-laws who just disregarded me. I
guess it was planned. This was the beginning of my nightmare.
I ended up staying for four months looking for them.
I had no family there, because I was there to visit his family. I stayed one month at the neighbor’s,
because the lights and electricity were turned off at the house that we were staying in. He took
all the money out of our bank account and left me with nothing. So the neighbors were gathering
money for me to hire an attorney in Lebanon.
I kept going to the police, and they kept telling me they couldn’t do anything because that’s their
father and maybe he just took them away for a few days.
After 30 days I gave up and went to the airport to leave and was told I had a travel ban on me
through a religious court. So I had to take the lawyer to the religious court in Nabatiye, the Jaafari
court, because he had put a travel ban on me. and I couldn’t get it removed because he had
disappeared. I ended up escaping 4 months later. I went through 4 attorneys, I used all my
abilities coming and going back to the ports, it was going nowhere.
I found out I wasn’t even religiously married in Lebanon, so they didn’t have jurisdiction on me,
but they wouldn’t remove the travel ban. So, I had to leave. I had to escape through Syria as
another woman to come back home to my family.

I’ve only been to Lebanon four times before for vacation and weddings, so I knew nobody. Having
to escape through the war in Syria in 2016 was traumatizing for me, aside from losing my children.
It was devastating for me. You never recover from that.
I did everything they told me to do legally, and then I got to a point, my last attorney was totally
against me leaving. I got to the point where I was so broken. I just wanted to come home to my
mom. He kept on telling me “No, we have to fight this”. But coming and going to the Jaafari Court,
the judge would just completely ignore me. Whatever we had to say whenever we had to meet
with him, he eventually stopped talking to us. My attorney started to tell me you need to get out
of here, you need to escape.
I was in a Jaafari court, they had no jurisdiction over me. I’m only married and listed civilly in
Lebanon. I got to a point where the judge told me that I had to have a religious ceremony. He
gave power of attorney to his brother because my ex-husband was in hiding. He would then have
jurisdiction over me, which I knew was another trap, because then for sure they could put a travel
ban on me. That’s when I escaped.
I had to hire people I didn’t even know, risk my life and safety. I just got to the point where I was
dead inside. It didn’t even matter if I was safe or not. I just needed to come out here and fight for
my children. So this was my biggest obstacle, how they put this travel ban on me and I had to
pay to get it removed, and they wouldn’t even remove it.
I was [in Lebanon] a year before for two weeks to visit with the children. He had taken my
passport, so the American Embassy helped me come back to the U.S. with the boys. I escaped
the first time. That was a year before exactly. I came back I filed for divorce, but at the end of the
day I wanted to save my marriage for the sake of the boys. Looking back, I wish that I didn’t. it’s
almost like he had planned to take me back down and take the boys from me. I reconciled with
him for the sake of the boys. You start to think after 13 years of marriage “Where am I going to
go?”, “What am I going to do?”, “Let me make it work for the kids”.
I tried. I had good intentions. I wanted to make it work, and I wanted to believe that he was going
to do the right thing. But he didn’t. He found a way to just torture me. And it’s not about kidnapping
the boys. He didn’t let me go. I don’t know what he wanted to do.
I went through his job. He was a physician. They did an IP address search and found out he was
hiding in Beer Al Hassan, in Lebanon, which is his sister’s house. That’s where he was hiding for
4 months when I was looking for him. I didn’t know.
That’s when my nightmare started. It took 6 months after that to get my divorce. I got sole,
physical and legal custody. I was put in touch with some individuals through iStand in the U.S.
that connected me to Mohammad Al Ayouby, who represented people in similar situations that
I’ve been through.

We got an execution order from the U.S. for the immediate return of my sons. Unfortunately,
nothing has happened because of the pandemic and the hate convention between Lebanon and
the U.S. on Child Abduction. There isn’t an agreement in place.
My ex-husband is Shia and I’m Sunni. I think that had to do a lot with Jaafari court not listening
to me. I don’t even know if this is a women’s issue, women have zero rights in Lebanon. I’ve
never experienced anything like it. Just being dismissed.
I even hired one of my attorneys before Ayouby. He was the head of Haraket Amal because I
was told they are very influential. I was trying to do things so at least the Jaafari court would listen
to me. Nothing happened. They even one time granted me to see my children for two hours a
week, I got that order from the Jaafari court, but they did not enforce it. I never got to see my
kids.
My ex-husband is connected with Hezbollah, that he was paying them off. That’s what I was
being told. I guess he’s just got this kind of protection.
Every time I would go to court, his attorney would say don’t listen to her because she is Sunni.
As if that was a crime.
I got to the point where I was willing to just take whatever the Jaafari court was going to give me.
I didn’t even get that. I didn’t even get 2 hours. I didn’t even get to see my children. I didn’t get to
say goodbye.
“I don’t want you to cry, mom”. For an 8-yearold to say that; he started to cry, and I started
to cry. These are tears of pain. It’s not okay.
I’ve had one facetime with them in 6 years
and that was about 4 years ago.
I went through the American Embassy and
they did a welfare check. I got to speak to
them for 45 minutes and I recorded part of
that call. After that he never let me talk to
them.
Last time that I spoke to them 4 years ago, they told me that they have an app they played on
called Roadblocks, so I asked them for their username so I could play with them, and I’m still
pending as a friend. He won’t let them add me.
He’s always been religious and aggressive and strict. But it got worse when we went down to
Lebanon and were closer to his family. I think they’re scared of him. Extremely. They can’t be
children around him. He’s very strict and very serious.
Hussein is going to be 14 and Hassan is going to be about 12, so it’s been about 2004 days
since I’ve last seen them.

I just follow the Facebook of the school that they’re at and I will search the pictures with 400
children in it and I’ll zoom in and I’ll find my sons. That’s the only way I’ll know that they’re good.
I’ve worked with politicians; I’ve worked with authorities. I don’t think people care. They don’t
realize that this is such a big deal.
This is a serious problem. And it keeps getting worse. This year there are more abductions than
the time when I had my boys abducted which is back in 2016. This needs to stop. This is not
okay.
For the sake of the children. They are the future. This is going to mold them. This is going to
make them certain individuals in this life. Going through something like this is damaging for an
adult, I can’t imagine what it is like for my sons.
You don’t know how many people tell me when they’re 18 they’re going to come and see you.
After what? I’ve lost so many years. I’ve lost time that I can never bring back.
I’m never going to give up the fight. I believe God gave me these kids. I’m going to fight past 18.
I’m going to fight even when my kids come home, I’m going to fight for other parents. I believe
this is unjust and I’m never going to give up. I can’t. This isn’t okay, I’m not waiting until they’re
18.
I know the laws aren’t going to change in my lifetime. But I believe that they can. I see parents,
mothers and fathers, who are suffering, and are really good people.
It’s almost like being dead and alive at the same time. You have a part of your heart that’s been
taken away from you that you can never replace. Nobody deserves it.
I’m trying all that I can just to see laws change. Even if it doesn’t happen in my lifetime. If I can
save someone 20 years from now from going through what I went through, that would be
amazing.”

IN LOVING MEMORY OF NABIL SALEM
It is with a heavy heart, we issue our first volume of the IHOPE Newsletter, having lost one
of our fiercest advocators for this cause.
Mr. Nabil Salem was a notary in the state of California, a pioneer in advocacy against
International Parental Child Abduction and one of the main pillars in many cases.
He worked alongside several left-behind parents, who have suffered greatly due to their
forced separation from their children. He not only stood in the face of injustice, but also
gave all his time and effort.
We had the honor of working with him on several abduction cases.
From him we derived our strength and perseverance to carry on in impossible times.
With a heavy heart we carry on his legacy, we strive to fight for left-behind parents just as
he did.
May he Rest in Peace.
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